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Shift Management
Increased efficiency, reliability  
and safety in daily operations



Transparency and collaboration across shift teams

Figure 1 The fleet view in Shift Management enables effective communication between fleet and sites.

Omnivise Shift Management is a modern application  developed 
from practice to support the work of shift managers, operators 
and teams that operate and monitor the production units in 
power plants. It facilitates professional logging of shift operation, 
planning and executing of routine shift tasks and inspections 
as well as scheduling and manning the shifts. Shift Management 
addresses different roles from site to fleet personnel with 

different tasks and responsibilities. It is set up in a way that 
it enables effective collaboration between shifts on site level 
as well as between remote and site shift teams. This feature 
also enables new operational forms such as remote assistance 
or remote operations to be obtained. Hence, dependent on 
the role and responsibility, three views have been designed: 
Fleet View, Plant View, Shift Book View.
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Omnivise Shift Management can answer these and many more questions and provides a fast overview of the most 
important shift information in different plants of a fleet.

The solution provides the instruments to record what happened, to track daily shift tasks and to smoothly handover to  
the next shift.
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Omnivise Shift Management consists of several functions:

Shift Operations Manager Shift Supervisor / Operation 
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